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The Convict Lease: A New South Slavery
INTRODUCTION
In Gone with the Wind, when Scarlett O'Hara leased a handfijl of convicts

from the state of Georgia to work in her sawmills, she quickly discovered that her
foreman "accomplished more with five convicts than . . . with his crew often free
negroes." Her friends and family, still wedded to Margaret Mitchell's version of
the more gentile values of the Old South, felt nothing but shame at this transaction.
True, confronted with the necessary brutality of working convicts for profit,
Scarlett's "conscience battled with her desire for money." However, as with so
many of the entrepreneurs of the New South, this proved an uneven contest. '"Oh,
I'll think of them later,' she decided, and put the thought into the limiber room of
her mind and shut the door upon it."*
Forty years prior to the publication of Gone with the Wind, in 1896, a black
convict named Henry Hatcher applied to the governor of Alabama for a pardon.
In 1893, Hatcher had traveled from Alabama to Georgia, under the promise of
high wages from his employer, the Southern Cross-Tie Company. While Hatcher
was cutting ties in Georgia the company failed, and could not meet its payroll.
After they refused to pay him anything for his labor. Hatcher entered the company
store and took clothing and shoes in partial payment for the work he had done.
The coimty court sentenced him to eight years hard labor in a Georgia penitentiary
for the crime of burglary. The record does not indicate whether as a convict

Hatcher continued to cut crossties for one of his erstwhile employers' competitors,
worked in the nearby coalmines, or was sent to the Chattahoochee brickyard
outside Atlanta. In this instance, the governor showed mercy. Hatcher only served
three years of his sentence."
Henry Hatcher served his time in a penal system remarkably akin to
slavery. Ironically, this system emerged immediately on the heels of the passage
of the Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution, which was intended to abolish
bondage but permitted involuntary servitude solely as a punishment for crime.
This form of punishment persisted in the southern states for nearly a century after
emancipation. The vast majority of southern convicts were black; pimishment and
rehabilitation were distinctly subordinated to labor exploitation; and prisoners
were leased as laborers to the region's capitalists, or worked as state slaves on the
chain gang.
This paper is of thefraditionalnarrative, which, while historically accurate,
remains inadequate. Histories of convict labor in the South have only examined
the fiscal advantages or disadvantages of the practice, ignoring its true relationship
to the industrialization of the area or focusing strictly on the personal perspectives
of the convicts, leaving out vital information on the disastrous ramifications of
convict labor. This essay focuses on the workings of the convict lease in Georgia,
Alabama and Tennessee and its relationship with the industrialization of the South,
paying particular attention to the coal and iron industries. It also examines how it
operated, not merely as a corrupt and unjust penal system, but a system of labor

recruitment, control, and exploitation particularly suited to the political economy
of a post-emancipation society. From a purely penalogical point of view, the
convict lease was afiscallyconservative means of coping with a new burden: the
ex-slaves who were emancipated from the dominion of the slaveholder only to be
subject to the authority of the state. However, from a broader perspective, the
lease was much more of a convenient fiscal and penal stopgap; it stood as a system
of forced labor in an age of emancipation."*
The postbellum South saw the growth of a imique penal system, the convict
lease. Rather than house convicts in a penitentiary, after 1865 southern states
leased them to the highest bidder, who was then responsible for feeding, clothing
and resfraining the convicts. In return, the lessee received the right to use the
convicts' labor as he or she desired. This in itself was not unusual; nineteenth
century northern prisons had several systems of penal labor, which often included
contracting the prisoners' labor out to private enfrepreneurs. Yet only in the South
did the state give up its control of the convict population to the confractor; and
only in the South did the physical penitentiary become virtually synonymous with
the various private enterprises in which convicts labored.*^
The development of the convict lease is commonly attributed to the legacy
of slavery, the destruction of southern penitentiary buildings during the Civil War,
postwar fiscal retrenchment, political corruption, and a general lack of concern for
convicts, most of whom were black. Not surprisingly the system was subject to
many abuses, most notably the corruption engendered by collusion between

lessees and politicians (often the same people), and the cruelties inflicted on
convicts by lessees interested only in extracting labor. By the early twentieth
century, these scandals stimulated enough Progressive Era reform impulse and
himianitarian outrage to abolish the convict lease in most southern states. In
Georgia, this occurred in 1908. After the abolition of leasing, in Georgia and
many other southern states, convicts became the inalienable property of the state,
and labored to construct and repair county and mimicipal roads. In this way, the
penal system was made to benefit all of a state's citizens, rather than a few
entrepreneurs who had used convict labor for their personal gain.

In a presentation before the National Prison Association (NPA) in 1897,
T.J. Hill, general manager of the state-run convict coalmines in East Tennessee,
outlined for the NPA delegates the considerable contribution prison labor had
made to the development of the southern coal industry over the past two decades.
Appropriately, Hill began by noting the compatibility of industrial conditions and
the desired penal reform of "concentrating the convicts in large bodies at healthfiil
locations about the coal mines." The permanent nature of the coal camps. Hill
argued, represented a vast improvement over the temporary and mobile convict
camps that prevailed when convicts had been leased to railroads in the immediate
aftermath of the Civil War. This penal reform was made possible by the fact that a
strong effort was being made to develop the iron and coal industries of Alabama

and Tennessee, development impeded by the difficulty of labor recruitment. Hill
reminded the audience that during the 1870's "it was a practical impossibility to
get our free native people, either white or black .. to work in the mines." As a
result, the states agreed to lease convicts to the coal operators.^
Hill believed that much of the industrial development in East Tennessee
and northeast Alabama could be traced to this decision to begin mining operations
with forced labor. The use of convict miners made possible the rapid development
of the wonderful natural resoiu-ces of the two states and gave an impetus to the
manufacturing interests of the entire South, which could not otherwise have been
possible, for at least many years. He left no doubt that "the enforced employment
of so many laborers in the mines" led directly to the growth of "branches of
manufacturing, dependent on the coal mines for fuel," thus providing employment
to free workers, attracting capital, and providing a sturdy industrial infirastructure.^
Such structural benefits of forced labor extended to the creation of an
entirely new industrial labor force as well. "The occupation of mining has been
opened up to the negro," Hill proclaimed, "although his entry into the craft has
been principally through the rugged gates of the penitentiary." The convict lease
thus served as a prime means of proletarianization for a black population "mostly
from the agricultural districts who had not been taught trades."^ Hill claimed that
convicts who worked in the minesfrequentiyfoimd employment as miners upon
their release. For blacks this was a decided benefit, he said, since "the negro is
practically barred from all higher branches of the mechanical arts," but "the

released Negro convict, if a skillful miner . . . finds ready employment at fair and
equal wages."^
Thus Hill argued that forced labor developed resources "impossible of
development by free labor"; proletarianized a black labor force otherwise mired in
agricultural labor and the legacy of slavery; and, far from competing with free
labor, provided "employment to additionalfi-eelabor" by stimulating industrial
growth, especially in the iron industry which depended on a cheap and readily
accessible coal and coke for fuel." By Hill's account, it would appear that there
was indeed a paved road to the modem South; but it did not nm through the cotton
fields of the black belt. Instead, it paved the way for a dramatic industrial
development in an arc sweeping southwestward from Knoxville to Birmingham.
Industrial penal labor, not sharecropping, represented the crucial relation of
production on this distinctive southern path to modem capitalism. In fact. Hill
was correct: the recmitment, control, and proletarianization of black labor for
regional development of the Deep South's coal and iron industries in the years
1870-1900 was closely linked to the convict lease system. The largest coalmmes
in the region, at the base of the operations of the most successfiilly vertically
integrated enterprises, relied on convicts as the core of their labor force.
Despite a shortage of capital, mdimentary technology, weak markets, a
poor labor supply, and competition with a predominant agricultural sector, a
significant industrial complex did develop in isolated pockets of the New South.
While the region always remained relatively imderdeveloped relative to northern

states, and failed to keep pace particularly after the tum of the century, the period
1870-1900 still showed incredibly rapid industrial development in several
southern states. Considering that the South began the last three decades of the
nineteenth century with a practically nonexistent industrial base, the development
of the southern coal and iron industry - always the stmctural key to industrial
growth in any modem economy - was nothing less than extraordinary, even
compared to the pace of industrial expansion north of the Mason-Dixon line
during the same period. By the tum of the century, Alabama, Georgia and
Tennessee produced 6 per cent of the nation's bitimiinous coal, 13 per cent of its
coke, and 11 per cent of its pig iron. The peak of this development, measured by
production levels of coal, coke and pig iron, occurred in the mid 1890's; in 1896,
these three states together produced 19 per cent of US pig iron, and twice that
proportion of open-market pig iron not destined for steel production."
It is more than ironic that the supposedly antibourgeois Redeemer regimes
that came to power in the wake of Radical Reconstmction embraced William
Kelley's notion that "iron and coal are the most potent agents of civilization." The
leaders of the New South oversaw the successfid attempts to build an industrial
infrastmcture, even while they refused to repudiate entirely their erstwhile
"peculiar system of labor." During the 1870's and 1880's numerous geologists,
investors, politicians, boosters and observers waxed eloquent over the enormous
potential of the imtapped resources lying at the southem tip of the Appalachian
Chain. Once they made this region accessible by rail lines, its advocates claimed.

the proximity of bitimiinous coalfields, iron-ore deposits, and limestone flux
would make of the mountain districts of Alabama, Georgia and Tennessee "a
region of coke-made iron on a scale grander than has ever been witnessed on the
habitable globe." Noting the imminent arrival of the "iron horse, with its civilized
shriek" in the rich iron-ore beds and coal fields of East Termessee, the state
commissioner of agriculture and mining had visions of "a chain of fiery [iron]
flimaces . . . that will illumine the whole eastern margin of the Cumberland Tableland" and heard "the eternal whir and buzz of machinery.'"^
The result of all of this was the necessity for a vast and reliable labor
source, what some would come to call the "labor problem." The labor problem
frequentiy served as shorthand for racist assumptions about the regularity of free
black labor. As late as 1903, in his survey of the US iron and steel industry, Henry
Campbell of the Pennsylvania Steel Company noted that "one of the great
drawbacks in the South is the labor question." In the 'absence of a white
population trained to industrial pursuits," southem industrialists had to "depend
upon the Negro, and the colored man has had no education in this line of work,"
Campbell moaned. He attributed the alleged deficiencies of black labor to the
legacy of slavery, agricultural labor, and paternalism. In the prevailing racist view
of the day, he believed that blacks were not" a saving provident, hard-working
people," and complained that they "will work only long enough to get a littie cash,
whereupon they quit work and live in idleness upon their eamings." The result, he
claimed, was both an appallingly high rate of labor turnover and a lack of labor

discipline, since "a summary discharge has no terror, as living [in the South] is
cheap and their wants are few.'""*
As Campbell recognized, labor tumover and instability, rather than cost,
were soutiiem industrialists' greatest lament. "Without convicts," one Alabama
coal superintendent complained in 1884, "we have to depend on free Negroes to
do tramming, driving and dumping. If the weather is cold, or if there is a funeral,
a marriage or a circus in the neighborhood they are rarely in place." He expressed
hope that "when this class of labor becomes familiar with the requirement of
mining & learns the importance of regularity it will become more reliable."
Similarly, when the US Senate investigation of relations between labor and capital
visited the Birmingham District in the 1880's, J.W. Sloss, owner of Sloss Iron
Works in Birmingham complained that to work hisfiimaceswithfi-eelabor he
needed 269 men, but his monthly payroll averaged 569. "That is one of our
troubles here. The irregularity of labor," he told the senators. "We caimot do our
work as effectively or as thoroughly as if we had a regular force of men." Sloss
claimed to rely heavily on black labor for his fumace workers, drawn from all over
the deep South; "a moving, restless, migratory class," Sloss remarked, "quite
different from the farm or plantation negroes," who, he erroneously believed,
tended to stay put. Of course, he overlooked the fact that his black workers had
most likely been agricultural laborers who had failed to do just that.'^'
Often the workers at Sloss's fiimace would leave on a Saturday without
giving notice and fail to retum the following week. The consequences of this
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imcertainty could be disastrous; if the company could not find replacements, the
fumace might have to be shut down, potentially doing expensive damage to the
plant. Sloss calculated the average put in by each of his employees as fourteen
days per month; "no confract restrains them"fromthis fickle behavior, he
concluded. Similarly, the superintendent of the Eureka iron works in Alabama
testified that the "class of colored people that have grown up to manhood since
emancipation we find the most unreliable of all.'""" Such unreliability, of course,
expressed black workers' imderstanding of mobility as one of the most important
aspects of freedom. Their consistent refusal to meet the demands of industrial
labor discipline derived from their recent experience of emancipation, and
matched the response of rural peoples' initial encoimters with industrialization in
many societies.
The regular operation of iron fiimaces also depended on a steady and
predictable supply of coal and cokefromthe South's mines, and some southem
coal operators believed that in the mines "convict labor [was] more reliable and
productive than free labor" and that "the convict accomplishes more than the free
laborer." Convicts were forced to work steadily and their output may be depended
upon, went the rationale. With free labor, white or black, "how is the operator or
producer... going to know how much coal or coke he is going to produce in the
year or in the month if some of the miners work 10 days, some 15, some 12, and
some 20 days in the month," complained Birmingham coal operators. "In
[Alabama's] Birmingham district," testified Shelby Harrison, an investigator for
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The Survey, "most of the large companies have to keep 50 to 75 per cent larger
number of negroes on the payroll than they expect to be working from day to day."
On the other hand, when they used convicts, "300 men, for instance, go to sleep at
night, and 300 men get up the next day and are ready for work," and this was for
310 days a year. "[Convict labor] is regular. I was told by a number of employers
that that was one of the greatest things they liked about it," Harrison concluded.
The assured labor of convicts allowed select mines to achieve certainty of
production levels, making their contracts with fiimaces and other industrial
enterprises particularly secure.'^
To be sure, mine operators also looked to convicts because of the cheapness
of their labor. One iron-fijmace operator told the US Senate committee that "we
have the raw materials for making iron as abimdant and accessible and as cheaply
got a t . . . as we could ask;... we could only reduce the cost of iron by reducing
the cost of labor" in the South. Some coal mine operators who paid " an excessive
royalty . . . for the coal in the ground" to northem capitalists "worked the mines on
the cheapest plan" they could. This could be achieved by reducing the pay scale
of the free miners; if the workers threatened to strike in the face of this reduction,
the company could bring in convicts leased from the state.'^" Similarly, imstable
southem markets and poor coal quality forced coal operators to reduce their
mining costs, and this also instigated strikes byfi-eeminers.''^ Convicts in a
company's coalmine helped operators overcome these constraints and saved them
money. For example. In the Pratt mines in Alabama in the 1880'sfi-eeminers dug
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about four tons of coal a day, and were paid 50 cents per ton, for a daily wage of
about $2; but a "first-class" convict miner cost the company only $19 a month. By
comparing the cost of their own free and convict labor, Birmingham's Coalburg
Coal and Coke Company calculated that they raised convict coal for $ 0.96 a ton,
while free labor-mined coal cost them $1.05 a ton. Coal operators in Tennessee
who worked both convict and free labor also foimd the former less costly. In
1882, the Tennessee Coal, Iron, and Railroad Company (TCI) worked convicts for
$1.10 per day, while free labor cost them $1.75.'°"
The cost advantages of forced labor in coal mining had indirect effects as
well. The US Bureau of Labor estimated that the wages of free miners were
reduced by 10 to 20 per cent in areas where convicts were also used to mine coal.
The "mine ovmers in Alabama say they could not work at a profit without the
lowering effect in wages of convict-labor competition," the Bureau reported in
1886. And, naturally, in its attacks on convict-competition the United Mine
Workers (UMW) imion pointed to the comparative cheapness and lowering of
wages as prime evils of the lease. "Miners working near the mines where convict
labor is employed are working at a lessor [sic] rates than they would if they had no
convicts aroimd them," proclaimed the UMW Journal^
But ultimately, comparative costs proved less significant to New South
capitalists than the contrast between a fixed cost paid to the state for a
predetermined amount of long-term forced labor and impredictable labor cost
subject to the imcertain supply of reluctant proletarians or wage negotiations with
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organized workers. "In regards to the difference between convict labor and free
labor, there is no material difference," when all factors are considered, J.A.
Bartamm informed the director of the Coalburg Coal Company. Instead, convicts
proved advantageous because "they act as a check on a certain amount of work
done each day"; and "they can be forced to do work which it would be very hard
to get free labor to do." Even when the cost of leasing and maintaining convict
labor approached the cost of free labor, the problems of labor recmitment,
training, discipline, tumover and consistency were reason enough to use forced
labor in the South's coalfields.""*
Keeping the cost of production down, competing successfully for labor
with the agricultural sector, and maintaining stable relations were imperative
because of the less readily removed shackles on the growth of the southem iron
and coal industry. However, an increase in reliability and a reduction of labor
costs had limits imposed by free workers themselves, who were "ready to stop
work for the most trivial reasons," in a coal operator's words.""" Precisely, at this
point in the productive process, particularly in its earliest stages and at it resource
base - the coalmines - convicts played an important role in the development of
southem industry. Reliance on a convict labor force leased from the state
eliminated the problem of labor tumover and impredictability; the desire to limit
imcertain operating costs in weakly established enterprises reinforced the tendency
to seek bound labor. Convict labor resolved the problem of maintaining rapid
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growtii in the face of the extreme industrial vulnerability that plagued capitalist
enterprises in the postbellum South.
II
In the coalfields of West Virginia, Illinois, and Kentucky a judicious
mixture of migrant southem blacks, immigrants, and native whites, often helped
coal operators dominate the labor force.""*" However, in Alabama, Tennessee, and
Georgia, they recmited another layer to the segmented labor market. In the Deep
South, many coal operators relied on the lease system as a method of forced
proletarianization. African American convict miners made up the core of an
industrial working class that could not maintain agrarian work habits, could not
quit before developing industrial skills, could be used a reserve army of labor, and
fi-equentiyfilledthe ranks of free miners after their release. "Work in the mines
gives [black convicts] a proficiency at a kind of labor by which they can cam a far
better livelihood than before conviction," claimed R.H. Dawson, Alabama's Chief
Inspector of Convicts.""*^
From the outset the convict lease, system's supposed ability to forge a
black industrial working classfi-oma peasantry was marshaled as a defense and
justification for forced labor. As Tennessee debated the merits of convict coal
mining in the early 1870's, the Nashville Republican Banner heartily endorsed the
convict lease, maintaining that, "when the convicts have served their time out,
they are schooled miners, and may continue in that pursuit." Two decades later,
T.J. Hill agreed that "with kind treatment and proper instruction a large percentage
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of [black convicts] soon became excellent workmen." In the 1880's a convict in
the Pratt mines in Alabama told the US Senate committee on capital and labor that
about 250 ex-convicts still worked for the company, and the prison warden
defended convict leasing by pointing out that Alabama's black workers eamed
only $8 a month on a plantation, but after being released from the convict mines
an ex-prisoner could cam up to $3 a day as a free miner. "Of the men who have
been discharged from [the penitentiary mines] with a good record for good
conduct, nearly all have staid [sic] in the mine," claimed the warden. "There can
be no question that convicts produce more after than before conviction," an
Alabama house committee investigating the convict mines proclaimed.""^
Even amidst the complaints about the unreliability of black labor, some
detractors could not help but remark that "the colored laborers are making a good
deal of money, especially our ex-convicts." This did not always result in labor
docility, however. One group of ex-convicts stmck for higher wages in 1882. "I
do not know that they have [labor unions], but whether they have or not, they act
in concert," a mine manager proclaimed. Alabama's inspector of convicts decried
the fact that in the mines "the ex-convicts are most blatant about the rights of free
labor, forgetting that had they never been convicts, they would never had been
,.^:^^^^ «xxvi

miners.
Free miners and other critics of the convict lease in Alabama also remarked
on this process of state sponsored forced proletarianization. "If you don't like
common labor or farming you can go to the State warden or prison and get a suit
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stiiped clothes and be appointed a coal miner," Dawson wryly remarked in a letter
t o the National Labor Tribune. Free workers at times attributed the dangerous
conditions and frequent explosions in Alabama's mines to die "ignorant" labor of
the convicts, who were "generally recmited from the cotton fields of South
Alabama." This form of recmitment sprang from the fee system, critics claim,
which perpetuated the "crying evil of convicting men for offenses in order that
deputies and court officials... may get their fees." Many of the prisoners at the
Coalburg mines, for instance, had been sent there from every county in the state
for petty offenses. "I do not wish it to be understood that I in any way approve of
a man committing a wrong," cautioned black UMW organizer R.L. Davis, "but in
Alabama they will for the most trivial offense give you a term at Coalburg or Pratt
mines, and especially if it happens to be a dusl^ son of Ham."""^
The criminal justice system thus provided a steady stream of blacks from
the cotton belt to the Birmingham District. Many of these men, convicted of petty
offenses that challenged the rigid racial proscriptions of agricultural districts, spent
time in the mines for court costs long beyond their original sentences. In 1890, for
instance. Hale County had twelve convicts at the coalmines, convicted of petty
larceny, carrying a concealed weapon, failing to perform a contract, and poisoning
a mule, among other crimes. Greene County, also in the heart of Alabama's black
belt, sent ten convict miners to Birmingham that same year for assault and
profanity, cmelty to animals, petty larceny, and "false pretences and removing
mortgaged property." This last crime brought a sentence of two years, and an
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additional year mining coal to pay for the costs of prosecution.""^ Such
convictions helped planters maintain control over agricultural workers, even while
they provided a new source of labor for Alabama's industrial enfrepreneurs.
Men like R.L. Davis recognized convict labor as "hurtful to the white and
colored miner alike" in driving down wages and breaking strikes, and knew mine
owners liked forced labor because it could not be organized. However, another
significant impact of forced proletarianization was the increase in labor supply and
creation of a reserve army of labor through the steady "unnatural" influx of exconvicts into the coalfields. Thus the UMW Journal complained that "all of [the
convicts] are coal diggers when set free, and sometimes take the place of honest,
practical miners, and not one in every twenty... saw a coal mine until convicted."
"Jefferson County [Birmingham] seems to be the selected dumping ground of the
state," complained "Observer," and convicts remained there after serving time, not
only "bringing them into competition with free labor as convicts filling up this
county with ex-convicts from all over the state." Free miners objected to the
"pouring loose on this community hordes of ex-convicts," which made it an
undesirable place for miners to live and work, and gave mining districts a bad
reputation.""*"
Whites voiced many of these complaints, and the fact that the ex-convict
workers were black aided the coal operators in perpetuating the racial tensions so
inimical to organization in the Birmingham District, despite Davis's best efforts to
bring black and white miners together in opposition to convict labor. If belied by
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occasional sympathy for the victims of the convict lease, or rare attempts to
organize them, the association of ex-convicts, cheap labor, and black
strikebreakers was a powerful one in the minds of white miners. Even in
Kentucky, it was suggested, "nonunion camps are all black men, and they are
constantly recmited from the convict camps of Tennessee and Alabama.""""
But convict labor was not simply a wedge used in response to southem
industrial boosters' complaints about inefficient labor market; it also made a
significant labor contribution to economic development of the region. The key
factor in the successful operation of southem pig-iron fiimaces in the 1880's and
1890's was the use of locally produced coke as fuel; the cmcial element in the
production of southem coke was consistent access to cheap bituminous coal. The
most successful coal and iron enterprises in the region vertically integrated their
production of pig iron by stoking their fiimaces with their ovm coke, coke that had
been produced from their own captive mines. Coerced mine labor lay at the center
of this productive process. Convicts appear in the South's first large-scale captive
coal mines; in the most productive mines with the largest concentration of mine
laborers in the Deep South. Finally, convicts labored for the most successfully
integrated southem mineral companies, those that generally weathered the
fi-equent depressions, swallowed up competitors, defeated challenges by organized
labor, and moved into the vanguard of southem industrial growth. """*
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Diverse forms of forced labor have been found in many societies, under
many conditions. Slavery and penal labor both existed in the ancient world.
Serfdom shaped the character of much of premodem European social relations,
and persisted well into the nineteenth century in Eastem Europe and Russia. As
European societies shook off the last vestiges of feudalism, forced labor was
carried to the new world, in a vast arc encompassing both the highlands and
plantations of the Americas. In colonial Afiica as well, European domination
brought with it forms of coercive labor new to a continent that had long known
indigenous slavery; and labor relations in industrialized South Africa under
Apartheid were clearly shaped colonial strategies of labor exfraction up until the
present. Finally, Stalin's Gulag and the Nazi labor and extermination camps stand
as horrific examples of forced labor in the modem world.
Bound labor has not always been associated with the fiilly developed
chattel slavery oriented toward market production that gave the ante-bellum
American South, for example, a distinctive character. In various guises, this form
of labor has preceded and followed in the wake of chattel slavery. Forced labor
has even developed in societies where the New World's peculiar form of
ownership of one person by another, rationalized by bourgeois property relations,
was unknown. Consistent features of this form of labor have included the
collusion of the state, penal servitude as an enforcer of work, and intensification
and expansion during periods of rapid economic development or fransformation.
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Coercive labor relationsfrequentlyaimed to confrol a population reluctant
to enter wage labor relationsfreely,and encourage the consequent
proletarianization of these recalcifrant recmits to the free labor market. The
beneficiaries of this process often justify its harshness as necessary and efficacious
discipline for this emergent working class. In advanced societies, such labor
coercion has been legitimized by resort to the ultimate expression of capitalist free
labor relations, the confract. In addition, when not confrolled by individuals,
forced labor has beenfrequentiyconcenfrated by the state on public works pyramids, waterworks, and roadways.
Involuntary servitude has also been reserved as the fate for conquered
combatants in war, for indigenous people in the New World and in Africa, and for
races deemed inferior by Europeans. Its victims include both enemies of the socalled state and those declared criminal by a bourgeois judiciary. Everywhere,
slavery and punishment have been an inseparable dyad, in advanced as well as
primitive societies.
One of the persistent themes in American history has been an abiding faith
in progress and development; and one of the persistent themes in southem history
has been the necessity for federal intervention to extend the benefits of progress to
the nation's less developed region. Whether carried out by the Union Army,
carpetbaggers, northem capital, the judiciary, or, today, the forces of postindustrial
economic change, this process has revolved around the inseparable issues of race
and labor. Free labor triumphed over slavery in the Civil War, but in their effort to
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reshape the South it was the original prophets of a New South, the
Reconstmctionists, who fastened the convict-lease upon the region's former bonds
people, as Hoke Smith took pains to remind the legislature when his
adminisfration finally abolished the system in Georgia. And it was those ersatz
defenders of southem tradition, the Redeemers, who invited northem capital to
help them reap the benefits of forced labor, as they developed the South's
exfractive sector. Finally, as a wave of progressive reform brought an end to the
convict lease, it was the federal agents of progress, tiie civil engineers of the US
Office of Public Roads, who helped articulate and exploit the enormous
contribution of the South's black forced labor pool to yet another vision of the
New South."""^
This continual correspondence between the forces of modemization and the
perpetuation of bound labor was no anomaly. Even chattel slavery in the
Americas was a cmcial component in the historical development of capitalism."""*"
The various exfreme forms of labor coercion and confrol that supplanted slavery in
the modem world continued to demonsfrate a progressive quality; rather than
constituting an archaic obstacle to capitalist development.
Robert Elliot Bums's I am a Fugitive from the (jeorgia Chain Gang!.
published in 1932, and the subsequent movie based on the book, cast a national
spotlight on Georgia's horrendous penal system during the Depression era.
Bums's focus on governmental cormption and ineptitude, his portrayal of
Georgia's penal system as a holdover from a discredited past, and the popular
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format of an adventure story against all odds fit well with the country's mood in
the early years of the economic crisis. The outcry occasioned by Bums's firstperson account of the horrors of working the roads on a Georgia chain gang can
only be considered ironic, however. Bums himself was a businessman, not an
ardent social reformer. Nevertheless, Bums's account painted a grim and
convincing portrait of a penal system govemed by capricious cmelty, altemately
beset by bureaucratic indifference and cormption, and driven by the desire to
wring from felons their respective debts to the state in the coin of relentiess hard
labor on county roads.
Of course, I am a Fugitive pointed to another paradox as well: Bums was
white. If a penal reform in Georgia had done nothing to ameliorate the plight of
the convict, what did begin to change with the advent of the chain gang was the
racial composition of Georgia's convict force. Indeed, during the 1920's, the era
in which Bums's narrative was set, CJeorgia's prison system became truly biracial
for the first time in its history. Black critics of the convict-lease had long
attributed the state's reluctance to punish whites to the system's bmtalities and its
association to slavery. In 1908, when convict leasing came to an end in Georgia,
there were only 322 white prisoners in a population of 1.4 million. This
incarceration rate of 23 prisoners per 100,000 whites was absurdly low by any
historical standard. However, if nearly 90 per cent of the state's felony convicts
were black when the chain gang was instituted, two decades later 27 per cent of
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the prisoners were white and the absolute number of white convicts had increased
to 916."""*^
Confradictions abound in this fransformation. In a state increasingly
committed to segregation from cradle to grave, black and white convicts worked
the roads together, chained to one another in full view of the public. Although its
advocates initially deemed the chain gang especially appropriate for blacks, the
abolition of leasing actually accommodated the criminal justice system to
punishing white lawbreakers ,since it diminished the hesitation ofjuries to mete
out prison sentences to whites. Yet, at the same time, the resulting increased
visibility of white prisoners began to erode the public faith in the benefits and
justice of penal labor. The national horror which greeted Bums's tale cannot be
divorcedfi-omthe fact that this particular victim of the chain gang had white skin.
Confradictions abound in this fransformation. In a state increasingly
committed to segregation from cradle to grave, black and white convicts worked
the roads together, chained to one another in full view of the public. Although its
advocates initially deemed the chain gang especially appropriate for blacks, the
abolition of leasing actually accommodated the criminal justice system to
punishing white law breakers, since it diminished the hesitation of juries to mete
out prison sentences to whites. Yet, at the same time, the resulting increased
visibility of white prisoners began to erode the public faith in the benefits and the
justice of penal labor. The national horror which greeted Bums's tale caimot be
divorced from the fact that this particular victim of the chain gang had white skin.
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Despite the scandal generated by I am a Fugitive, the southem convict road
gang, like its predecessor the convict-lease, eventually began to succumb to
economic and social forces which redefined die place of penal labor in the Soutii's
political economy, rather than to the renewed clamor for humanitarian penal
reform. Even as early as World War I, die US department of Agriculttire noted
that demobilization would create unemployment which could be partially
contained by road work for the jobless. Indeed, in die 1920s the southem states
began to discover that in hard times road work might be necessary as a form of
relief, partly because "idle [negro] labor... is liable to produce a very acute and
dangerous situation," but also for the benefit of unemployed whites. In Georgia,
in 1922, a state highway engineer, W.R. Neel, reported that he was "receiving
letters . . . asking why we do not start [road] work and give relief to so many
unemployed people who are actually suffering throughout the state. """"^
During the Great Depression, which hit the South particularly hard, the full
realization dawned that "the more prisoners that are worked upon the roads the
less opportunity is given citizens..., many [of whom] formerly worked upon
highways [and] are now seeking relief from the Welfare Agencies." In 1931 a
Georgia Congressman, noting that "convicts are being used on the constmction of
some federal aid roads" in Georgia, angrily enquired of the Bureau of Public
Roads, "what benefits may be derived from road constmction in the relief of
unemployment where the funds appropriated are used in the maintenance of
convict labor?" The Bureau promptiy replied that federal emergency
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appropriations to the states for road work as unemployment relief carried the
explicit rider that "the use of convict labor on emergency Federal aid projects is
prohibited.""""^
Thus it was in penology, as in so many other areas, the New Deal and the
Great Depression began the final assauh against die "soutiiem way of life."
Gradually, over the past sixty years, the chain gang has disappeared from the
South's roads, and most southem prisons have conformed to the model prescribed
by modem penology: huge penitentiaries which serve primarily as warehouses for
society's permanently displaced and disemployed (former) citizens. Modem
prison life, in the South now as in the rest of the United States, is defined by a
numbing, bmtal inactivity, an "enforced Idleness," which ironically even in the
1930s one historian of prisons thought to characterize as worse than the forced
labor then prevailing on the southem chain gangs."""^
Rather than hard labor, today's prisoners do hard time. But this, too, like
its predecessors, reflects some fundamental facts about race and political economy
in America. Racial disproportion is not the most striking continuity in the history
of southern, and indeed US, prisons. In Georgia, where today perhaps a quarter of
the state's population is Afiican-American, blacks make up 60 per cent of the
prison population. The United Sates has one of the highest incarceration rates in
the world; but for Afiican-Americans, more than half of those imprisoned in the
United States, this rate is far higher still."""^ Not only in the South, but in the
USA as a whole, there is still no separating the question of pimishment from the
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matter of race; and punishment has always been related to labor, both forced and
fi-ee.
The status of work outside of penal institutions, as much as labor
exploitation on the inside, has always shaped the nature of convict labor.
Historically, a labor economist points out, in the United States "the [racial] duality
of the criminal justice system evolved in tandem with the [racial] duality of the
labor market"; in other words, penal systems have both have both defined AfiicanAmericans as a "criminal" class and helped channel their labor into the least
rewarding sectors of the economy. One result of southem convict labor, for
instance, was the degradation of labor industries in which prisoners were
concentrated; since these also happened to be the same industries with high
concentrations of free black workers fleeing the agricultural labor market, this
tended to exacerbate the southem association of the least desirable forms of nonagricultural labor with a racially subordinated class."""*" The convict-lease and the
modem penitentiary have both reflected and reinforced Afiican-Americans'
location - or lack of it - in the American labor market.
In an era defined by radical attempts to dismantle state fimctions, criminal
justice facilities stand as a striking exception. When it comes to building and
staffing new prisons, state legislatures abandon all pretense of fiscal restraint, and
engage in what one analyst has dubbed "carceral keynesianism."'"^ The expansion
of the prison-industrial complex provides jobs for rural unemployed even while it
siphons off the urban underclass from America's terminally ill cities. If and when
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the prison boom proves too costiy, a new movement is afoot in this post-welfarestate era: the privatization of punishment.
Contemporary privatized convict labor - usually compensated, at
best, with a sub-minimum wage - appeals in particular to the service sector,
arguably the most "progressive" sphere of today's economy, and appears united to
the imperatives and rhythms of postindustrial production. Of course many
prisoners are "willing" to work under any conditions, when the altemative is the
deadening idleness and monotony of prison life.
In the most barbaric regimes of the twentieth century modem state
nullified free labor by arbifraiy and summary means. Simply belonging to a group
of or class of individuals stigmatized by the state or the mling class - "natives" in
the Congo, Jews in the Reich, Kulaks in Stalinist Russia - limited or extinguished
altogether the right to be free from enslavement. Remarkably, this contradiction
of modemity - under the rule of law and otherwise - has almost always been in
the interest of progress, and not just rhetorically so. The "liquidation" of the
Kulaks as a class may have been progressive only in the minds of Stalin and his
commissars, but their labor in the camps and mines of the Gulag made a
significant contribution to the shock industrialization that helped fend off the
German attack in the 1940s. As for the Nazis, their absolute negation of moral
progress provided a slave labor force for Germany's most highly developed
sectors of a modem industrial complex. In fact, it was the Nazi state that most
completely adapted forced labor to the mass forms of industrial labor and
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organization - in chemicals, armaments, automotive, mbber, elecfronics - that
resemble what we today regard as modem production."^
The southem penal system cannot be directiy equated with the Gulag or
with Auschwitz. However, these comparisons serve to emphasize the
compatibility of forced labor with ideals of progress, both economic and moral,
though the latter was usually only tme in the minds of its advocates. Nor do I
think that southem convict labor, unlike the chattel slavery that preceded it,
constituted a full mode of production, a set of social relations arranged to extract
labor that defined the character of the entire society. But it was a significant
hybrid form of labor particularly appropriate to an underdeveloped region seeking,
through rapid economic advancement, to fiilly enter the capitalist world while
preserving a racial caste system."^ As one of the most exfreme incamations of
southem labor relations, convict labor, testified to certain fimdamental facts about
the postbellum southem social, economic, and racial order.
Long after the abolition of slavery, race continued to define one's
place in the labor market: black's prescribed place in southem society was to toil
for the benefit of whites, and whites believed Afiican-Americans would only
freely give their labor under compulsion. If the actions of the freedpeople
themselves demonsfrated otherwise, this only encouraged reliance on forced labor.
For nearly a century after emancipation, whites tailored the region's system of
punishment to fit this model of social relations. Moreover, the penal regime was
repeatedly shaped by the prevailing political economy. When wedded to the
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project of accelerated economic development under adverse conditions, the
South's bmtal system of forced labor reconciled modemization with the
continuation of racial domination. The convict-lease serves as a potent reminder
of historical tendencies that much of the rest of the world has been made well
aware of that progress is not necessarily progressive for all people.
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